
1964 2016

Focused 

Diverse

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic
Collaborate organically 
within our businesses

 to deliver
 “Answers, Custom Fit.”

Capture new growth 
opportunities through 

focus and 
due diligence.

Consistently build on 
expertise to succeed 

at new challenges.

Identify good risk with 
bold insights and astute 

management.

Enhance our creativity 
with employee diversity.

Leasing

Credit Screening and Finance Capability

Expertise in Handling Tangible Assets

Lending

Automobiles

Investment

Ships/Aircraft

Real Estate

Life Insurance

Banking

Asset Management

Investment Banking

Loan Servicing

Environment/Energy

ORIX Value Creation

Five Concepts of Value Creation

We have transcended the conventional boundaries of a leasing enterprise by building 
the unparalleled ORIX business model. We have generated sustained growth backed by 
our commitment to our Five Concepts.
Our Five Concepts are fundamental to creating new value in the future.
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ORIX Value Creation

Five Concepts of Value Creation

A Diverse Business Portfolio
We will continue to enhance our expertise in finance and tangible assets as we synergistically expand our businesses.

Net Income
We have achieved 51 years of sustained, profitable growth.

2018
(Target)

20162010200520001995199019851980197519701964

¥300

FY1993.3: 
Japan’s bubble economy implodes

FY1998.3: 
Asian currency crisis

FY2002.3:
 IT bubble implodes

FY2009.3: 
Global financial crisis

¥260.2

Net income

Net income

billion

billion

1964 2016

戦略は大胆に、実行は慎重に

人材の多様性を尊重する

多様な人材の集合体が、

企業の創造性を高める

有機的に結びつく

事業部門の連携が、

ほかにはないアンサーを生む

隣へそのまた隣へ

専門性をてこに、

新たなチャレンジを繰り返す

丁寧に取り組む

大胆な発想と慎重な経営判断で、

取るべきリスクを見極める

丁寧に粘り強く取り組むことで、

次の成長機会を獲得する

Focused 

Diverse

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic 
Leasing

Lending

Automobiles

Investment

Ships/Aircraft

Real Estate

Life Insurance

Banking

Asset Management

Investment Banking

Loan Servicing

Environment/Energy

Credit Screening and Finance Capability

Expertise in Handling Tangible Assets
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ORIX made its first foray overseas by entering Hong Kong in 1971, and since then has continued to 
expand its operations to other countries using business know-how accumulated in Japan. One key 
advantage of ORIX’s overseas business expansion is that it is based on partnership with leading 
local companies, localization of overseas subsidiaries’ management, and a focus on serving local 
customers. While the expansion of the overseas business was initially centered on the traditional 
financing lease business, similar to the business diversification ORIX has been pursuing in Japan, 
the overseas business has also become increasingly diversified. For instance, auto leasing, 
the aircraft related business, bond investment, equity investment, asset management, and 
environment and energy are all part of ORIX’s business outside of Japan.

Four Advantages for Global Expansion

Local Partners Local Management

Local Clients

Local Staff

Build relationships with leading 
companies before entry

Main Partners

Al Hail Holding LLC (UAE)
●  An established investment company in the Emirate of 

Abu Dhabi

● Largest shareholder of our local affiliate in UAE

Saudi Investment Bank (Saudi Arabia)
● 9th largest commercial bank in Saudi Arabia

● Largest shareholder of our local affiliate in Saudi Arabia

Metrobank Group (Philippines)
●  An integrated financial group that consists of investment 

banking, securities brokerage, lease, insurance, real 
estate, consumer f inance, and the second-largest 
banking operation in the Philippines

●  A shareholder of our local affiliate in the Philippines

DBS Bank Limited (Singapore)

United Overseas Bank Limited (Singapore)
●  Both are among the largest banks  

in Southeast Asia

●  Both are shareholders of our local affiliate  
in Singapore

ORIX Value Creation

Global Expansion

(As of March 31, 2016)

Localized management system 
with a long-term vision 

Approximately 80% of overseas 
group companies are headed by 
non-Japanese

Note: Based on the 32 main consolidated 
subsidiaries and affiliates

Operations predominately handled 
by local staff 

Of the 8,166 employees in the Overseas 
Business segment, only 75 of them 

were dispatched from Japan

We provide a broad spectrum of  
services to not only Japanese companies 
but also local companies 
Approximately 90% of assets 

are those associated with local 
customers

Note: Based on the consolidated data of 10 
overseas subsidiaries engaged in the leasing and 

loan business in Greater China, Asia, and Australia
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Ex-Japan

672
Japan

1,418

Global Network (As of March 31, 2016)

ORIX’s global network spans 37 countries and regions.

Business Network Expansion and Business Diversification
ORIX’s global business expansion started from its financing lease business in Asia, followed by further broadening  
both its business network and the business areas it engages in.

Business Locations

1970s

Overseas expansion mainly
 through leasing business in Asia

Further overseas expansion via 
diversification into aircraft-related and 

equity investment businesses

Expansion of business operations through 
acquisition of Robeco and development
of the environment and energy business

1980s 1990s

Global Network

7 Countries 12 Countries 18 Countries 26 Countries 37 Countries

2000s 2010s

Starting in Hong Kong in 1971, ORIX entered 
markets overseas mainly in Asia, including 
Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaysia, 
Thailand, and Australia.

Expansion of business network through entry into the 
Middle East region, including Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and 
UAE. Diversification of business operations through 
establishment of an aircraft leasing subsidiary in 
Ireland and the start of equity investment in Asia.

Further strengthened the global network and 
broadened the business portfolio with acquisition 
of Europe/U.S. focused asset manager Robeco 
Groep N.V.
Using expertise cultivated in Japan to develop the 
environment and energy business outside Japan 
in countries such as the U.S. and India.

1972
Established ORIX Aviation Systems Limited, which 
conducts aircraft leasing, in Ireland

Jointly established the first leasing company in Singapore 
with local financial institutions

Full-fledged entry into the asset management business 
through acquisition of Robeco Groep N.V.

1991 2013

ORIX Value Creation

Global Expansion
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Astute
Focused 

Diverse

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic 

ORIX is a leading producer of renewable energy in 

Japan, and has been highly successful in businesses 

including electric power retailing, energy-saving 

services and waste recycling. The keys have been 

bold strategies that capture important trends and 

individual project execution based on prudent risk 

assessment.

Assess Risk and Build Businesses with 
Swiftness

ORIX does not belong to any long-established busi-

ness group (“keiretsu”) and can boldly and swiftly ex-

ecute strategies it believes in. At the same time, we 

carefully assess risk from all angles for each and every 

project, then execute when we are well prepared. Our 

corporate culture that combines swiftness and great 

attention to detail is an ORIX strength.

 I am responsible for the environment and energy 

business, which is involved in various markets in-

cluding power generation, electric power retailing, 

energy-saving services and waste recycling. We are a 

leading producer of renewable energy in Japan with 

approximately 900MW of solar generation capacity 

either in operation or under development. We are also 

preparing to enter the geothermal and offshore wind 

power businesses.

The Capabilities of Our People Support 
Project Execution

 We entered the environment and energy business 

by investing in the wind power generation business in 

1995. We subsequently expanded into a broad range 

of operations including waste recycling, energy-saving 

services, electric power retailing, and renewable en-

ergy generation. We began to commercialize renew-

able energy when the Great East Japan Earthquake 

of March 2011 led us to predict that Japan’s energy 

business and electricity generation mix would change. 

We had already established the organization to accel-

erate our renewable energy business when the feed-

in tariff system was first introduced in July 2012. The 

construction of a nationwide system for selling solar 

power generation systems and the acquisition of the 

land needed for mega-solar projects required bold 

investment of resources, and ORIX was quicker than 

its competitors to successfully establish a profitable 

ORIX Value Creation

Five Concepts
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business model. These moves were backed by the 

swift decision-making of ORIX’s senior management, 

clear instructions disseminated to front-line sales who 

fully committed themselves to this new business, and 

of course, the mobility and professionalism to carry 

out these instructions by the front-line units. ORIX is 

fully supporting the energy and environment business, 

deploying its corporate sales network in Japan, its skill 

in structuring projects gained from real estate develop-

ment, structured finance and equity investment, and its 

expertise in documentation of the transactions. ORIX 

also actively recruited highly experienced professionals 

from outside when it lacked technical knowledge for 

the business. As a result, we were able to establish 

an organization to steadily execute new projects from 

origination and construction to handling technical and 

contractual issues. The renewable energy business 

requires strong long-term relationships with a diverse 

array of stakeholders. The capabilities of our people 

are also essential to meet the great expectations of 

these stakeholders. Over the past several years we 

have allocated many young employees, including 

new recruits, to this area as we concentrate on 

nurturing the people who will be expected to 

lead this business in the future. 

Astuteness Is Also Ingrained in Our 
Overseas Business Development

 A key feature of our business development 

is that we first acquire expertise in a busi-

ness, then expand into adjacent markets and 

develop horizontally across regions. Next, 

we deepen our understanding and diversify 

our involvement in target markets. We use 

partnerships and M&A to acquire personnel, 

technical knowledge or other resources we 

may lack, and create synergy with existing re-

sources we have. Renewable energy is well positioned 

to become an important market with a global scale due 

to the ever growing need for clean energy and reduction 

of carbon emissions. In March 2016, we joined with our 

partner in India, IL&FS, to participate in a wind power 

business in India with about 1,000MW of capacity. We 

will work with IL&FS in the future to pursue wind and 

solar power businesses in India, while also carefully as-

sessing business potential in emerging countries in Asia 

and in the United States, for horizontal development. 

We will be astute in developing our environment and 

energy business overseas to resolve social challenges 

through our businesses and contribute to sustainable 

growth for ORIX.

Yuichi Nishigori
Director

Corporate Executive Vice President
Head of Energy and Eco Services Business Headquarters

ORIX Value Creation

Five Concepts
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 A Brand New Challenge That Is a First in 
Japan and a First for the Private Sector

A consortium anchored by ORIX and VINCI Airports of 

France established Kansai Airports to assume the op-

eration of Kansai International Airport and Osaka Inter-

national Airport from New Kansai International Airport 

Company. Kansai Airports became the operating com-

pany for both airports in April 2016. This concession 

business will operate both airports for 44 years, and 

is a first in Japan in terms of the operation period and 

total investment involved. This business is also a first 

for ORIX, which began turning its attention to conces-

sion initiatives overseas about two years ago and has 

since held ongoing study sessions in the Real Estate 

segment. This segment led initial studies when we 

committed to starting a concession project in Japan. 

However, the project required multifaceted studies, 

so senior management nominated members of a 

team of professionals from various operations 

including the principal investment business in 

Japan and overseas, real estate, treasury and 

the credit department. All told, the organiza-

tion encompassed 50 to 60 people.

Organic 
Focused 

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic 

Diverse

Toyonori Takahashi
General Manager
Concession Business Development Department

Organic collaboration among our diverse 

professionals creates the teamwork to boldly take 

on new challenges.
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 After making it through the first round of bidding, 

we promptly prepared for the second round by hold-

ing various discussions, conducting due diligence 

and creating our proposal. We continued to draft the 

final contract once we were selected as the preferred 

negotiation right holder. Upon concluding the con-

tract, we had to submit nearly 3,000 applications for 

items and permits required to assume the operation 

of the airports, and obtaining all of them by the date 

set to begin airport operations was a Herculean task. 

The challenging schedule did not leave much time for 

teambuilding. Project members received assignments 

at the same time they found themselves participating 

in meetings to discuss key themes, and had to work in 

the midst of a relentless blizzard of emails about spe-

cific tasks. However, we have a horizontal rather than 

a vertical corporate culture, so team members thought 

and acted on their own without waiting for instructions 

and therefore needed little time to collaborate organ-

ically. The team’s heavy day-to-day workload was 

cause for concern, but the project drew enormous 

momentum from the understanding among team 

members of its social significance and importance to 

ORIX’s new business development. Bringing together 

highly insightful people with wide-ranging expertise 

enables us to look at issues from different angles and 

broaden our perspectives. Many young employees 

were also involved in this project. I expect that the ex-

perience they gained will enable them to take on new 

challenges elsewhere in the future.

Organic Collaboration, Both Internally and 
Externally, Creates New Value

 We do not need to keep the organic collaboration 

mindset to the Group alone. Many companies based in 

Kansai are supporting this airport concession business 

as shareholders of Kansai Airports. We believe that in 

addition to operating the airports successfully, together 

with these companies we can contribute to the growth 

of the Kansai region and the rest of Japan.

 Concessions are new to Japan and many issues 

must be resolved to popularize them. However, bring-

ing together the wisdom of the public and private sec-

tors, whether from Japan or from abroad, should be 

able to resolve these issues. The wisdom of the private 

sector contributes to the development of national and 

local economies, and ultimately can make a substantial 

contribution to society if it is able to help lighten their fi-

nancial burden. ORIX will actively take on the challenge 

of capturing business opportunities to nurture the con-

cession business as one of its next growth drivers.

Hideo Ichida
Corporate  Executive Vice President

Chief Commercial Officer (Non Aeronautical)
Kansai Airports

ORIX Value Creation / Five Concepts
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consulting service. We have expanded beyond leasing 

into car rental and car sharing so that we can offer our 

clients proposals for optimal fleet use.

 ORIX has acquired expertise in a wide range of 

auto-related businesses as a result of our business 

development initiatives, and now serves a broad base 

ranging from small to large corporate clients. Earnings 

have increased steadily, and we maintain a high ROA.

Further Broadening Our Business Portfolio 
as a Provider of Comprehensive Auto-related 
Services

 ORIX draws on the service menu it has assembled 

for the entire automobile lifecycle from purchase, use 

and maintenance to operation and sale in order to 

offer customers consulting proposals for optimal ser-

vices. We leverage service capabilities not available 

at other companies to further expand our portfolio of  

businesses and take the following approaches to 

Acquiring Expertise and Identifying Customer 
Needs to Expand Our Auto-related Business

Our auto-related business began with the auto leasing 

business in 1973. We then deployed the expertise we 

acquired and identified customer needs to expand into 

adjacent markets. Today, we are a comprehensive pro-

vider of auto-related services that include car rental, 

car sharing and fleet management services.

 Customers wanted to fund their vehicle needs when 

we entered the auto leasing business, so we focused 

on finance leases for small corporate clients. We then 

addressed evolving customer needs for streamlined 

fleet management and reduced costs by incorporating 

maintenance services in finance leases, and expanded 

our service lineup to include risk consulting and fuel 

cards. We also addressed diversifying customer com-

pliance, environmental and safety management needs 

related to fleet use by adding even more sophisticat-

ed services such as telematics, a fleet management 

Synergistic
Focused 

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic 

Diverse

We have finance capabilities from leasing and 

expertise in dealing with physical assets. ORIX 

began expanding its business by taking on the 

challenge of using these two advantages in 

synergistic markets. We have used newly acquired 

expertise to steadily broaden our business portfolio.
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strengthen earnings.

 We consistently develop our client base ranging 

from small to large corporate clients by providing high-

ly sophisticated services. At the same time, the lease 

utilization rate is low among individuals in Japan, so 

we serve this market by providing lease products with 

features such as new or used vehicles or customizable 

lease terms, and also by using both internet and face-

to-face sales channels.

 Moreover, we deploy our vehicle procurement capa-

bilities and the expertise in specialty vehicles we have 

acquired from truck leasing and rental to plan and de-

velop vehicles equipped according to customer needs. 

We already offer mobile bank branch vehicles and 

mobile office vehicles to customers including financial 

institutions and construction companies, and we will 

plan and develop specialty vehicles that address vari-

ous customer needs.

 In addition, we intend to use the expertise in 

fleet management we have acquired in Japan at 

our subsidiaries in Asia to expand our international  

auto-related business. Just as in Japan, we are de-

termining the characteristics of each market in Asia 

to establish a high-quality, highly profitable business 

model while reinforcing the business platform based 

on IT system enhancement and data analysis, as 

well as strengthening of products and services.

ORIX Value Creation / Five Concepts

High

●  BPO of �eet management
●  Telematics service (e-Telematics)
●  Optimization of vehicle usage

(Lease/Car rental/Car sharing）●  Risk consulting service
●  Support on emission reports
●  Web information service (e-ERG)
●  Accident/breakdown support
●  Fuel card (AMS card)
●  ETC card

Mid-size clients

Small clients

Compliance / Environmental management / 
Safety

Mid-Large clients

Small clients

Maintenance 
lease

Finance lease

Customers’ needs

Car rental Car sharing

S
p

ecializatio
n o

f S
ervice

Funding
Rationalization of 

Administration Costs

Low

Venturing into
Neighboring Areas

Capture new growth opportunities through 
diligence an persistence 

Capture new growth
opportunities through 
diligence an 
persistence 

Capture new growth
opportunities through 

diligence an 
persistence 

Venturing 
into

Neighboring Areas

One-Stop
Auto Consulting

Service

Capture new growth
opportunities through 
diligence an persistence 

Capture new growth
opportunities through 
diligence an persistence 

Venturing 
into

Neighboring Areas

Capture new growth
opportunities through 
diligence an persistence 

Venturing 
into

Neighboring Areas

Capture new growth
opportunities through 
diligence an persistence 

Venturing 
into

Neighboring Areas

Lease
Car rental

Car sharing

Usage

Maintenance 

Fuel card

ETC card

EMS

Maintenance 
management

Accident / 
breakdown support

E-Telematics

Vehicle
operation 

Purchase / sale
of used vehicles

Used vehicle sale

Optimal purchase
proposal

 (new cars)

Certified 
used cars

Vehicle 
purchase
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Focused 

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic 

Diverse
Focused

the cash we can collect.

 As we handled each project diligently and tena-

ciously, we gained expertise in debt collection and also 

the know-how needed to develop a broad range of real 

estate businesses that included real estate develop-

ment and rental and real estate operation, and to es-

tablish new businesses. We transformed our non-per-

Transforming Crises into Opportunities

Everyone at ORIX from people on the front lines to se-

nior management shares a focused awareness of risk. 

We share it before we commit to projects, and also as 

we monitor loans and investments after we commit.

 Real estate market conditions deteriorated sig-

nificantly after Japan’s bubble economy imploded 

in FY1993.3 and during the global financial crisis of 

FY2009.3. Both situations resulted in non-performing 

loans, but we took our time and focused on resolving 

them. A key feature of debt collection at ORIX is that 

we carefully scrutinize properties individually and stay 

actively involved in adding value to them rather than 

simply accepting whatever we can get during collec-

tion. We leverage the Group’s knowledge and network 

to sell to owners that can make better use of the 

properties, and renovate and repurpose properties to 

increase rents. We also operate properties ourselves if 

we determine that doing so will allow us to maximize 
Credo Shintokorozawa was the first condominium ORIX developed and sold (1993)

Even projects that do not proceed as initially 

planned give us new expertise because we focus 

tenaciously on initiatives to maximize recovery. This 

leads to subsequent growth opportunities.
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forming loan crises into the new business opportunities 

we gained from committing to the real estate business, 

thereby acquiring subsequent growth opportunities.

A Stable Earnings Base from Real Estate 
Business Diversification

 We have expertise throughout the broadly-based 

real estate business value chain we have built, rang-

ing from real estate development and rental to asset 

management and facilities operation. We are currently 

focusing on the facilities operation business, which is 

less susceptible to real estate market conditions and 

allows us to leverage the expertise we have acquired, 

and also on the logistics center business, which is a 

market that we pioneered.

 We have been involved in the aquarium operation 

business since we joined hands with Kanagawa Pre-

fecture in a private finance initiative1 in 2004 to take over 

the operation of the Enoshima Aquarium. We initially 

participated in the management of the aquarium as a 

provider of financing, then built a network of experts in 

the breeding operations that are essential to aquarium 

operation while gradually acquiring expertise. Backed 

by our focus on acquiring expertise, we began oper-

ating the Kyoto Aquarium and the Sumida Aquarium  

in 2012.

 We have developed about 40 logistics facilities 

since we entered the logistics center business in 2002. 

We initially entered the business as a building lessor, 

then we expanded into the build-to-suit2 business and  

multitenant3 investments when we had acquired logis-

tics center investment expertise. We expect that new 

entrants will change the supply and demand balance in 

the logistics center business. However, we differentiate 

ourselves from our competitors with advantages such 

as using the Group’s network to collect land informa-

tion and maintaining strong direct-sales relationships 

with 250 major logistics companies.
Notes:
1.  A private-initiative facility management method to highly leverage private 

funds and/or know-how in the operation of public facilities.
2.  A type of logistics facility development in which the sole tenant is first iden-

tified before design and construction of the facility begins based on the 
tenant’s specific requirements, while maintaining the basic specifications of 
a standard logistics facility.

3.  A type of logistics facility development approach designed with highly ver-
satile specifications to secure multiple tenants in the same facility.

Sumida Aquarium, which ORIX began operating in 2012 Moriya Logistics Center, developed in an ideal location for distribution (2016)

The large-scale residential development Mark Springs, which 
includes condominiums, detached houses and a nursing facility (2004)

ORIX Value Creation / Five Concepts
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Diverse

Collaboration among Diverse Employees 
Creates Team Synergies

ORIX began with the leasing business and then ad-

vanced into adjacent markets, and has grown into a 

company with a diversified portfolio of businesses. We 

continue to evolve and grow. Our people support our 

growth, and are our most important asset. A wide ar-

ray of professionals with expertise in various business-

es work for ORIX because of the diversification and 

expansion of our operations, and their nationalities, 

gender, age and work histories are just as diverse.

 ORIX operates in many different businesses that 

can stand by themselves because of their expertise, 

but ORIX is not a conglomerate with a collection of 

independent businesses. We are able to demonstrate 

our capabilities even better because each business 

is organically connected vertically and horizontally, 

which is a strength not found at other companies. We 

have created new value as a result. Our diverse peo-

ple stimulate each other through interaction, and they 

matrix their diverse expertise to create new expertise. 

They demonstrate their capabilities individually, and 

also collaborate as a matter of course to create team 

synergies. This strength supports ORIX’s sustainable 

growth.

Ideal Personnel Attributes:  
Creativity, Challenge, Team Play

 ORIX aims to contribute to society by identifying the 

ongoing changes in the operating environment and 

customer needs to deliver exceptional value. The ideal 

attributes of our people are therefore creativity, chal-

lenge and team play.

 “Creativity” refers to our ability to build new business-

es ourselves with foresight and flexibility when people 

with multifaceted individuality share their expertise. Our 

free and open corporate culture encourages our people 

to freely and openly share and discuss opinions, which 

Focused 

Astute

Synergistic 

Organic 

Diverse

People are our most important asset. While all 

ORIX employees demonstrate their competencies, 

collaboration among our diverse people magnifies 

their capabilities to support sustainable growth.
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generates a wealth of ideas that help us earn customer 

trust and develop new business opportunities. “Chal-

lenge” refers to our proactive attitude toward taking on 

the challenge of the new without fear of failure. We are 

not complacent; we want to take on challenges to be-

come even better. We know that unsuccessful initiatives 

are not an end, but rather evolutionary experiences that 

we can deploy in taking on new challenges. “Team play” 

refers to employees with diverse values collaborating in 

teams to mobilize their capabilities to demonstrate even 

greater strength. We value the experience, sensibilities 

and knowledge of individuals while combining them 

within teams to demonstrate strength that is greater 

than the sum of all employee capabilities.

A Workplace that Respects and Takes 
Advantage of Diversity

 In fusing diverse values and expertise to create new 

value, we are absolutely committed to creating a work-

place that takes maximum advantage of the capabilities 

of employees, respects diverse work styles, and offers 

personal fulfillment. ORIX has introduced its Career Se-

lect System, which is a personnel system that accom-

modates the life stage and career of individual employ-

ees. It helps employees balance work with childbirth, 

child care or nursing care and supports flexible work 

styles that enable employees to excel long term. This 

system enables employees to request a change in their 

position or rank to a more limited role if they are having 

trouble fulfilling their responsibilities or performance ob-

ligations for reasons such as child or nursing care, but 

also return to their former position.

 Our business environment is changing dramat-

ically, so we have various training systems that 

enable employees to fully demonstrate their 

capabilities. The training period is the first 

10 years after an employee joins ORIX, 

during which we have established a training program 

addressing the skill sets required for each level and ca-

reer development that supplements and supports on-

the-job training. We also provide programs that allow 

employees to acquire the latest front-line knowledge 

and information they need, and energetically support 

employee self-development. Moreover, our multifac-

eted training lineup to cultivate ORIX’s next generation 

of leaders includes programs that dispatch employees 

overseas and programs that enable our people to learn 

from next-generation leaders from other industries.

 The personnel policies we require will change in 

tandem with changes in our operating environment 

and businesses. We respect the diversity of our peo-

ple because it supports sustainable growth, and will 

proactively maintain an environment that capitalizes on 

diversity and enhance our personnel system.

ORIX Value Creation / Five Concepts

Yasuaki Mikami
Deputy Head of Group Human Resources and  
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Our corporate culture and DNA strongly reflect the 

mindset of managers and the historical milieu at various 

times. The management philosophy of Mr. Tsuneo Inui, 

a founding member of ORIX, is deeply embedded in the 

Company. His two concepts of “Standing on Our Own 

Two Feet” in reference to our independent approach 

and “Creating New Value” in reference to taking on new 

challenges are the cornerstone of the ORIX Way and an 

inextricable component of ORIX’s DNA. Mr. Inui passed 

the management baton to me, and I refined this DNA, in 

turn passing the baton of management to CEO Makoto 

Inoue. Thus ORIX’s DNA has been passed down unbro-

ken from the Company’s inception. With this DNA, ORIX 

has been able to consistently expand its businesses 

and grow, and from this process emerged ORIX’s five 

concepts of value creation: Astute, Organic, Synergistic, 

Focused and Diverse.

 ORIX has grown dramatically in its 50-plus years 

and today has a presence that influences society. The 

creation of new value now means more than simply 

expanding our businesses and growing. It involves con-

tributing to society – or in other words, our stakeholders 

– through our businesses to remain a presence that 

stakeholders need. We need to strengthen our friendly 

relationship with our stakeholders that is built on trust to 

do so. I consider stakeholders with which we have this 

kind of relationship to be “ORIX Allies.” ORIX can grow 

further as a company by valuing the DNA it has passed 

down since its founding and the five concepts it has de-

veloped over time while deepening its relationship with 

ORIX Allies.

Yoshihiko Miyauchi
Senior Chairman

ORIX Value Creation

Our Five Concepts
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At ORIX, certain things are naturally inherited, regardless of the passage of time 

or personnel changes. One of these unchangeable factors is our approach to 

“breakthroughs.” It is our innate approach to think through a problem to provide 

an answer that matches our clients’ needs. We share this approach with all 

customers, and it is manifested in our brand slogan,  

“Answers, Custom Fit.”

We will provide unique ORIX value to 

our stakeholders by proactively dealing 

with social issues and needs 

based on our five concepts 

for value creation.

Astute

Synergistic

Diverse

Organic Focused 
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